For further guidance, consult the MLA Handbook available at the Reserves Desk. For additional help or questions on writing, stop by the Academic Success Center in Medford Library OR call or visit the Library Circulation Desk.
We can be reached at (803) 313-7060
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Medford Library at the University of South Carolina Lancaster
### Books

**Book by a single author:**


**Parenthetical Citation:** (Moore 192)

**Book by two authors:**


**Parenthetical Citation:** (Ritter and Albohm 42)

### Articles or Essays

**Article or Essay in a Collection or Anthology:**


**Parenthetical Citation:** (Allan 22)

**Encyclopedia Article (signed) from Encyclopedia:**


**Parenthetical Citation:** (Morisani 111)

**Encyclopedia Article (unsigned):** (pp. 160-161)


**Parenthetical Citation:** (“Czechoslovakia” 149)

### Journals/Magazines/Newspapers

**Scholarly Journal Article**


**Parenthetical Citation:** (Armstrong 72)

**Magazine Article:** (If the article is unsigned, begin the entry with the title.)


**Parenthetical Citation:** (Croal 82)

**Newspaper Article:**


**Parenthetical Citation:** (Gold C9)

### Electronic Sources

**Full-Text Scholarly Article from a Database:**


**Parenthetical Citation:** (Cary and Wall 42)

**World Wide Web Site** (not a database):


**Parenthetical Citation:** (Felluga)

**Tweet:**

@Mr.Carter. “This album literally changed my life…… I can’t thank you all enough.” Twitter, 22 June 2016, 9:47 a.m., https://twitter.com/S_C_/status/746746669232852993

**Email:**

Freeman, Rebecca. “Re: Purchased Books.” Received by Kaetrena Davis Kendrick, 30 June 2016.